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Vocabulary
1 Choose the correct words to complete the 

expressions, then match the expressions to the 
definitions.

1 meet / get someone __

2 get / go divorced __

3 get / fall in love __

4 go out / get out with someone __

5 do / have an argument __

6 go / get engaged to someone __

7 go / get married to someone __

8 break out / break up with someone __

a to end a marriage

b to talk angrily

c to promise to marry someone

d to find someone and start a relationship with 

them

e to stop having a relationship with someone

f to start to love someone

g to see someone regularly in a relationship

h to become someone’s husband or wife
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Grammar
2 Complete the sentences with the correct 

question tags.

1 You’re a student, ____________________?

2 She isn’t very tall, ____________________?

3 I’m not late, ____________________?

4 You were really angry, 

____________________?

5 They weren’t very happy, 

____________________?

6 Your brother was in Canada then, 

____________________?

7 It wasn’t a very good party, 

____________________?

8 Your aunt is a dentist, ____________________?
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3 Choose the correct answers.

1 Sam lives in New York, don’t / doesn’t he?

2 You don’t like jazz, did / do you?

3 They went on vacation last month, didn’t / don’t

they?

4 Your dad doesn’t work in an office, do / does 

he?

5 They didn’t enjoy the movie, did / do they?

6 I don’t work on the weekend, do / did I?
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4 Complete the conversation with the question 
tags in the box. There are two question tags you
do not need.

aren’t we     aren’t you     can’t you     
couldn’t we     had you     haven’t you     
shouldn’t we     were you     will he      won’t he

Mike So, is everything ready for the party?

Katy Yeah. You’ve booked the DJ, 
1____________________?

Mike Yes. I told you that before, but you weren’t 

listening, 2____________________?

Katy Sorry. Anyway, you’re going to organize 

some food, 3____________________?

Mike Oh, er…

Katy You hadn’t forgotten, 
4____________________?

Mike Of course not! You can organize the 

invitations, 5____________________?

Katy Yes. We could do them on the computer, 
6____________________?

Mike Yeah. I think everyone’s going to come.

Katy Except Jason. He’ll be away on vacation, 
7____________________?

Mike Oh, yes. And I suppose we should warn the 

neighbours about the party, 
8____________________?
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Communication
5 Complete the dialogue with the correct words.

Sam Hi, you’re here on vacation, 1________ 

you?

Carrie Yes, I am.

Sam And you went to the rock concert in the 

park yesterday, 2________ you?

Carrie Yes, I 3________. It was really good, but 

the tickets were expensive, 4________ 

they?

Sam Yes, they were. I go every year. You 

haven’t been to it before, 5________ you?

Carrie No, I 6________. But I hope I’ll be able to 

come again next year.

Sam There’s another concert next weekend, 

but you aren’t staying that long, 
7________ you?

Carrie No, I 8________. But I might see you 

again next year!
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Writing
6 Imagine your perfect celebration. Write about it. 

Use these questions to help you.

When is it celebrated?

Do people give presents?

Do they eat a special meal?

What traditions are there?

Why do you think this is the perfect celebration?

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________
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TOTAL /50
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